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Story – Cogheart part 2

The idea this week is to write the
next part of the extended story in
which the MCs almost find the
macguffin but get caught.

Today’s Game –  ‘The EDINGLY
game…’

Warm up the imagination and get
ideas buzzing with this initial game
that will be played orally. The
children will be given a set time limit
to complete their ideas. David and
Pie will model the game first. In pairs
or threes, create sentences that go
together making a story up but always using either ‘ed’, ‘ing’ or
‘ly’ starters.

‘ing’ ‘ed’

wishing, remembering, running,

leaping, joking, grinning, staring,

roaring, snarling, following, …

disappointed, scared, bewildered,

annoyed, worried, fascinated,

astonished, stunned, excited, …

‘ly’ adverb slowly, silently, cautiously, carefully,

rapidly, angrily, moodily, slyly, sneakily,

desperately, immediately, bravely,

boldly, bitterly, easily, greedily,

willingly, …

The Objective – to rehearse sentences, varying the opening with fronted adverbials.
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Padlet – Children have a few minutes to complete one or more
‘post it notes’. The challenge is to create sentences that using
either ‘outside’ or ‘inside’ to describe the outside or inside of
Brackenbridge Manor. To do this you have to imagine what the
manor looks like – what you can see or hear. Think about the
building and the gardens and the weather as well as the rooms
inside the building. Try to pick out detail.

Outside, autumn leaves whisked across the

driveway and the skeletal trees were like jagged

cracks in the sky.

Outside, snow smothered the lawn and lay in a

thick layer across the roof making the manor

look like a fairytale castle.

Outside, the twin towers jutted up and the

windows seemed to glare down at Lily and Robert.

Outside, rooks circled the rooftops, cawing.

Inside, shadows stretched their dark, dusty

fingers into every corner.

Inside, the empty rooms were cold and the

children’s footsteps echoed.

Inside, an ancient painting of a red-faced farmer

glared down at the children, disapprovingly.

The Objective – to build description by describing what is outside and inside a key
setting.

Children’s Audio – Objective – to listen attentively, enjoy and reflect on what

makes good writing and performance.

Jotcast activity - This activity prepares the children for the
blog post that they will write. The focus is on building the
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setting of the room in which the Macguffin is located. In Pie’s
story this happens to be Lily’s bedroom. Try to ‘see’ in your
mind what might be in the room and pick out details to
describe.

● Her books were still lined up neatly on the

shelves.

● A small cupboard stood in the corner

covered with a thick layer of dust.

● The windows were firmly closed and someone

had pulled the velvet curtains together.

● An empty birdcage hung from the ceiling.

● On the back of the door hung a fluffy red

dressing gown that looked as if it might be

comforting in cold weather.

● By the window, there was a small desk and

chair with a row of tiny china dolls on the

top. It was Lily’s special collection that her

mother had given her as a baby.

● Her drawings and notes were still stuck to

walls covering the faded, yellow wallpaper.

Objective – the ability to imagine and write descriptive sentences of a key setting.

Gallery Challenge – Draw the outside of Brackenbridge
Manor where Lily and her father live.
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Blogging Activity – write chapter 2 in which the main
characters find the Macguffin but get captured. Provide the
children with a copy of the model below in their books.

Cogheart Adventure 1 –  prologue + chapter 1 – MCs escape from school and begin
their search for the macguffin.
Cogheart Adventure 2 – The MCs find the macguffin but get caught.
Cogheart Adventure 3 –  The MCs are rescued by their mechanimal and escape.
Cogheart Adventure 4 – They discover the macguffin.

End of Chapter 1

‘He’s right!’ yapped Tiberius. ‘No time to lose.

We need to take a steam-wagon back to

Brackenbridge Manor and begin the search
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before some rapscallion lays their greasy paws on

that clock.’

Chapter 2

Brackenbridge Manor stood silent. Anxiously,

Lily stared up to her papa’s study but there was

no familiar light burning. Outside, autumn leaves

whisked across the driveway and the skeletal

trees were like jagged cracks in the sky. Lily

tugged out her keys and unlocked the door. It

clanged open but instead of the cosy warmth

that she was used to, the house felt cold and

unwelcoming. Inside, shadows stretched their

dark, dusty fingers into every cold corner.

Lily and Robert bounded upstairs and headed

for her bedroom. Tiberius sniffed around,

seeking clues. Inside her room, Lily was pleased

to find everything was as she had left it when

she had been sent off to boarding school. Her

books were still lined up neatly on the shelves

and her drawings and notes, fragments of stories

and plans for adventures, were still stuck to

walls covering the faded, yellow wallpaper. With

a sigh of relief, she could see her bedside clock.

It was safe!

Curious, Robert picked up the clock and

opened the back. Inside, there was the last thing

that they had expected to find. It was a

diagram, drawn in her father’s distinctive style.

It looked like a prototype of a new sort of
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sky-ship, powered by the sun. Amazed, Robert

hissed, “Wow, this must be what they are after.

If your papa has invented a sky-ship that is

powered by the sun, it would be worth a

fortune… and it would also put some people out

of business too. No wonder he has enemies.’

‘So that is what the fuss is all about,’ Lilly

whispered, staring at the drawings.

‘Indeed,’ came an icy voice from the doorway.

Whirling round Lily and Robert gasped. Instantly,

Lily recognized her father’s old friend, Professor

Silverfish. He passed his hand through his white

hair and smiled… but it was not a nice smile. It

lacked warmth.  ‘I’ve been waiting for you to lead

me to John’s design. I knew he had hidden it

somewhere. I’ll take that, if you don’t mind,’ he

said, snatching the drawings from Lily.

A few minutes later, the children were locked

into an old coal shed at the side of the house.

There was only a tiny window to the outside, too

small to wriggle through. The door was firmly

locked. ‘The snake,’ whispered Lily fervently.

‘He’s double-crossed my papa.’

‘We’ll never get out of here,’ muttered Robert,

sitting down on an old coal sack, trying to wipe

the coal dust from his fingers.

‘Oh yes, we will,’ retorted Lily, determined not

to be outwitted by such a scoundrel. ‘We are
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going to escape, get the drawings back and

rescue my papa!’

‘Good luck with that,’ mumbled Robert, so quietly

that Lilly could not hear him. Staring at the

floor, he could feel only a sense of dread.
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